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With this I have followed the same steps as mentioned in the question by you guys in setting up my TeXLive-2016 installation. Could you please elaborate how you have done it (pointing out what you changed from the mentioned post). I wanted to compile the pdf files with pdftex using the Ubuntu. Unfortunately, after that it was not working properly. Later I downloaded the distro of TeXLive-2016 from here: TeXLive-2016 doesn't have
any support for pdfTeX or any other auxiliary tool to create a pdf file for the tex file. I compiled the tex file for the same post with this command: pdflatex test.tex Then the above post by you guys, and hence above pdf file is not working properly. I went through the error message which is posted in this question and I have tried the following, a) Comment out the line pdfmac.def from this folder ~/.texlive2016/texmf-

var/web2c/web2c/pdftex/config/dvips.cfg. b) I changed the file at this location to to make my pdflatex work properly, like this, so my pdflatex worked properly, but I couldn't understand the error and hence I need to do further analysis and fix it. Could you please tell me whether you found any document which could help me in understanding this problem or if you find it, could you also suggest me any other method to create a pdf file for the
tex file? I don't know what to do, as your command did not work properly. I have downloaded the standard distro of TeXLive-2016 (texlive-2016-bin-amd64-20181221.tgz) from this link: and the pdfTeX is also there in this texlive 2016 package. But it doesn't have any support for pdfTeX or any other auxiliary tool to create a pdf file for the tex file. But I have not found any similar solution for this. And if you have some solution for this,

kindly share. I am using Ubuntu 17.10. thanks and regards.
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